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 Gaudeamus 
 Golden Blue News 
  January 15th, 2015 

Welcome to the first edition of the SUCC newsletter for Season 2014/15 
It is hoped that in the editions to follow we will be able to improve with photos from games; Player pro-
files; a message from our Chairman, and some Historical perspective as well as keeping you updated on the 
Club’s progress through the season; Individual Milestones as they occur; and Hall of Fame information. 
Suggestions can be directed either to the Chairman, James Rodgers or the Operations Manager, Dale Bryant 

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 
We currently sit in 5th position,  
3 points behind Sutherland,  
11 behind St.George,  
44 behind Penrith and  
164 points off the lead.   
With some strong results against Gordon, 
we expect that scenario to change. 

Century on Debut 
This does not happen very often, but this season we 
have seen two new members of the University family 
achieve this landmark. 
 

Ben Trevor-Jones playing for 2nd Grade against 
Manly in Rd.1 at Uni No.1 scored 115. 
 

Matt Lowen playing for 6th Grade against Western 
Suburbs in Rd.1 @ Uni No.2 scored 118no. 

Green Shield keeper officiates at coin toss 
Hugh Kermond was invited to be present at the coin toss for the BBL04 local derby match between 
Sydney Thunder and the Sixers. 
Little Wings Children’s Charity, a charity partner of the Sydney Thunder, is a not for profit organisation 
providing flight service for families with children of life-threatening illnesses.  They aim to ease the bur-
den, both emotional and financial on families allowing children to be with their families during their 
treatment. 

Kevin Robinson, the leading light of Little Wings, has just been announced as the NSW Australian of 
the Year Local Hero. 

Hugh is seen at the toss with Thunder Captain, Mike Hussey, Kevin Robinson, and Sixers Captain, 
Moises Henriques 

Photo and story provided by Peter Kermond 
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Record BreakersRecord Breakers  
 

6th Grade  
Highest Individual Score: 170no 
Cam NEW v Fairfield Liverpool  

@ Don Dawson Oval  
December 20th, 2014 

 
 

6th Grade  
4th wicket partnership: 144 

Cam New and Harry de Kretser  
v Fairfield Liverpool  

@ Don Dawson Oval  
December 20th, 2014 

From the Chairman 
It was my honour on Saturday morning to present Joe Kershaw with his 1st Grade cap just before he took the field for 
his debut in 1st Grade against Randwick-Petersham.  Joe has played T20 games for the Club but 1st Grade caps are 
awarded to those who debut in the Grade Competition (including the 50 over games).  So, this season, Darius Visser, 
Ben Trevor-Jones and Joe Kershaw have been the most recent 1st Graders in the Club’s proud history since the 
Grade Competition began in 1893-94. Darius is cap number 739, Ben 740 and Joe is 741. 
I’d like this to become a formal tradition whenever a player debuts in 1st Grade- that there is a formal presentation of 
the prestigious SUCC 1st Grade cap. 
19 year old Joe joined the Club only last season in December from 
Young in South West NSW and is one of the few to win a Premiership 
in his initial season in Grade Cricket.  His sixth game in 2nd Grade was 
the Grand Final when he took an amazing 10 for 34 for the match and 
was named Player of the Grand Final.  Tom Kierath commented on 
his “fluid bowling action and aggression… accuracy and skill… he 
should form part of the nucleus of the 1st Grade side ahead.” 
 
And now he has fulfilled his captain’s prediction and thoroughly de-
serves his 1st Grade spot and to receive his cap.  He’s also got much 
quality of character and has been an inspirational role model for the 
Green Shield boys this season. 
As I said on Saturday morning, this cap is much more than just cloth 
and cardboard.  It represents a long tradition and deep symbolism – 
the colours of the University, 162 years old; the insignia of our club, 
150 years old: the 1st Grade crest with unbroken links back to Tom 
Garrett, the Australian Test player, who was 1st Grade cap number 1. 
It also represents the respect in which we hold our Club, our team-
mates and our opponents.  It represents the respect we have for Joe’s 
skill and the pride we have in him. 
No one can now take away this cap but how long Joe wears it for in 1st 
Grade is a tantalising prospect to contemplate. 
 

Footnote: 
What’s the similarity between the most recent SUCC 1st Grader and the most recent Australian Test player? Both 
named Joe – easy! 
Now, how many players named Joe have played for Australia? 
How many for University in 1st Grade? 
Hint: The last one was in 1997 when Joe Kershaw was two years old. 
Answers next edition! 

James Rodgers 
Chairman 

Joe bowling in the 2nd Grade Grand Final last 
season where he was man-of-the-Match 

Vale 
Two former 1st Graders have recently passed away. 

Harry Lenertz 
Died Oct. 16th, 2014 aged 93   

Cap # 354 
Harry was our oldest living 1st Grader.  He played in 
a First Grade premiership team with Marrickville be-
fore joining SUCC in 1946/47. 
 

Brett Jobson 
Died in December 2014 aged 67 

Cap # 466 
Brett was the First Grade wicket-keeper in 1967-68 
 
Full obituaries for these two gentlemen of the Club 
will appear in the Annual Report. 

Our oldest surviving First Grader is now  
Kendal Binns, aged 92—Cap # 316 
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1st Grade @ Uni No.1 
10/177 (S.Henry 85, M.Faraday 47) lost to R-P 
8/236 (T.Ley 3/42, W.Somerville 2/17, 
L.Robertson 2/46) 
Greg Mail won the toss and sent R-P in to bat. The bow-
lers bowled with accuracy and fire, with opener Higgins 
the only batsman to show defiance.  Shortly after the first 
drinks break, Mark Farady held a catch off Tim Ley’s 
bowling to dismiss him and R-P were in trouble at 5/86.  
That brought Semple and Easton together and the pair 
then set about compiling a partnership of 110 to create a 
target. 
Batting was steady, and 8 overs were bowled before the 
first wicket fell at 17.  3 overs later and with Larkin, Rob-
ertson, and Mail back in the dressing room, it was all up 
to Scott Henry to lead the charge. Joined by Faraday, the 
pair took the score to 140 with 15 overs remaining when 
Mark lost his wicket. Tim Ley then joined Scott in the mid-
dle, but not for long.  With the score on 159, disaster 
struck.  First Ben Trevor-Jones, Darius Visser next ball 
and Scott Henry 6 balls later. Scott had occupied the 
crease for nearly 3 hours and faced 112 balls hitting 5 
fours and two monsters over the fence.  But by then the 
damage had been done and it was only a matter of time 
before Will Somerville was out after 46 overs. 
Posn: 11th   Next Game: @ Chatswood Oval 
 
2nd Grade @ Petersham Oval 
5/79 (J.Hill 31no, T.Kierath 22no) def R-P 10/77 
(D.Miller 3/16, J.Toyer 3/26, B.Joy 2/13) with a 
Bonus Point 
Having lost the toss, TK expected to be batting on what 
was an inconsistent pitch with small dips evident.  He was 
quite surprised when R-P decided to bat. 
The bowlers did the job asked of them and bowled with 
venom and accuracy to dismiss Randwick for a lowly 77. 
It seemed as though there was an ambush on, and the 
Randy Petes were soaring as the opening over was a 
double wicket maiden.  When the umpire called “over” to 
end the 9th over, with 30 runs on the board, five batsmen 
– Miller, Larkin, Theobald, Hope and Hobson were all 
back on the verandah, still puzzling about what the ball 
was doing. 
That brought TK to the wicket to join Jack Hill and togeth-
er the pair began the task of stopping the rot.  Watchful 
eyes, careful placement, and cool heads saw the runs 
slowly mount and without further loss, the boys were 
home in the 19th over with another Bonus Point. 
Posn: 1st  Next: @ Uni No.1  

3rd Grade @ St. Pauls 
6/151 (A.Shaw 47, J.Ryan 24no) def R-P 10/150 
(J.Ryan 6/30) 
Ash Cowan won the toss and sent Randwick in on a slow 
St.Pauls wicket.  Uni needed only 36 overs as Josh Ryan 
ran amok to claim 6 wickets.  Aided by 24 wides Rand-
wick posted an even 150. 
Runs were not necessarily easy to come by and the boys 
lost 6 wickets in the chase but a Man-of-the-Match perfor-
mance by Josh secured the victory with the ever depend-
able Alex Shaw top scoring with 47. 
Posn: 8th (1 win out of the 6)  Next: @ Killara Oval 
 
4th Grade @ Coogee Oval 
5/292 (R.Danne 73, J.Maddocks 72, M.Skinner 
52, C.Cull 44) def R-P 10/128 (C.Cull 4/23, AJ 
Grant 2/6, R.Kurtz 2/25) 
AJ, coming off a fine win against UNSW, won the toss 
and again elected to bat first.  The runs flowed with 
boundaries coming almost as fast as the waves at 
Coogee beach.  A strong opening partnership was sup-
ported in the middle to give the bowlers an opportunity to 
let fly.  Outstanding bowling backed up by crisp ground 
fielding restricted the R-P run chase and forced some silly 
shots resulting in an easy win with a Bonus Point. 
Posn: 7th (1 point behind)  Next: @ St. Pauls Oval  
 
5th Grade @ Camperdown Oval 
10/111 (J,Madden 30, A.Johnston 22, L.Carfax 
20) lost to R-P 7/112 (L.Neil-Smith 3/26, 
D.Rogers 2/20, H.Kerr 2/30) 
After the previous week’s BP in similar circumstances 
there was an early hope that could be repeated.  Sadly, R
-P hadn’t read the script and the Uni batsmen suc-
cumbed.  Cam New, Metro Cup record breaker last week, 
showed how fickle the game can be.  Last week he post-
ed his best ever 170no, but this week only required the 
scorers to write his name in the book. 
Despite the small target, the bowlers went about their 
business and came close to pulling off a miracle, claiming 
7 wickets in 36 overs, before R-P squeezed home. 
Posn: 12th (1 win out of the 6)  Next: @ Beauchamp 
Park 

Round 8 Match Reports 

Limited Over v Randwick-Petersham  

Next Week 
Round 9 v Gordon 

All games are Limited Over 
commence at 10am with lunch around 1.15 

Dates for your Diary. 

Friday February 6th 
Annual Blue and Gold Lunch 

Venue: TBA 
Guest Speaker: TBA  

Cost: TBA 
Contact Dale Bryant to book your ticket. 

Saturday February 14th 
O’Sullivan-O’Keefe Trophy match 

Venue: University No.1 
First Grade v St.George 

Come and join in the celebration of two greats of 
the Clubs and the area. 
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Metropolitan Cup @ Don Dawson Oval 
3/120 (K.Carroll 35no, H.Kermond 23no, Z.Islam 23) defeated Fairfield 10/117 (N.Arnold 2/13) 
With the encounter between these two sides prior to Christmas producing a comfortable win, all eyes were 
on a similar result.  Harry de Kretser won the toss and elected to send Fairfield in, aiming for an early fin-
ish.  All the bowlers contributed in dismissing FL for a low 117.  Without centurion Cam New, the remaining 
batsmen stepped up with solid performances to chase down the target in the 32nd over.  As defending 
Champions, 6th Grade are starting to play consistent cricket and look set for the defence of the title. 
Posn: 2nd  Next: @ St.Andrews Oval Jan 17th 10am 

PG’s  washes away 
The season began with comfortable wins against 
Mosman and Fairfield before a demolition job by Par-
ramatta and rain-interrupted draw against Hawkes-
bury slowed the run.  A fighting last wicket win over 
Penrith put things back on track for a Finals appear-
ance with one game remaining in the regular season 
against Northern District.  Sadly rain intervened again 
and the season ended disappointingly 1 point short of 
a Finals berth. 
 
Rd.1 @ Allan Border Oval  
10/233 (M.Hope 55, J.Pattison 35) def Mosman 
10/162 (J.Kershaw 3/17, D.Visser 3/26, J.Craig Dob-
son 2/28) 
 
Rd.2 @ Uni No.1  
9/138 (K.Tate 48) def Fairfield Liverpool 10/114 
(K.Tate 3/12, J Craig Dobson 2/9, D Holloway 2/11) 
 
Rd.3 @ Uni No.1  
10/98 (J Pattison 33) lost to Parramatta 7/263 (J Ker-
shaw 3/49, J Pattison 2/41) 
 
Rd.4 @Uni No.1  
7/279 drew with Hawkesbury 1/24 when rain stopped 
play. 
 
Rd.5 @ Howell Oval  
9/168 def Penrith 10/162 
 
Rd.6 @ Mark Taylor Oval 
No play due to rain 
 
Posn:9th on percentages 1 win from 4th 

Green Shield in Finals 
The Lion Cubs have roared into a Finals berth with 3  
emphatic Bonus point wins. 
They began with a win over St. George with 5 balls to 
spare.  They followed that with an inspired demolition of 
Parramatta to secure a BP.  Back-to-back losses to 
Mosman and Hawkesbury were redeemed when they de-
feated UNSW, Fairfield and Wests each with a bonus 
point. 
 

Rd.1 @ Hurstville 
7/190 (L Carfax 57, N Arnold 39, D Rogers 36) def 
St.George 10/187 (J Haldane 3/24, L Carfax 2/11, L Neil-
Smith 2/34) 
 

Rd.2 @ Uni No.1 
8/245 def Parramatta 127 (E Liehr 3, L Neil-Smith 2, J 
Haldane 2) with a BP 
 

Rd.3 @ Uni No.1 
10/120 (L Carfax 64) lost to Mosman 9/170 (A Kushela-
kumaran 3/22, J Haldane 2/26) 
 

Rd.4 @ Uni No.1 
10/138 (E Liehr 30, L Carfax 26) lost to Hawkesbury 8/143 
(L Carfax 3/13) 
 

Rd.5 @ David Phillips South 
3/166 (A Johnston 47, L Carfax 47, E Liehr 31no) def 
UNSW 10/161 (A Kushelakumaran 3/20, N Arnold 2/16) 
with a BP 
 

Rd.6 @ Rosedale Oval 
10/170 (N Arnold 65, H Kermond 30) def Fairfield-
Liverpool 10/86 (L Neil-Smith 3/13, N Arnold 2/11) with a 
BP 
 

Rd.7 @ Uni No.1 
8/262 (N Arnold 115, A Johnston 60, H Kermond 25) def 
Western Suburbs 10/128 (A Kushelakumaran 3/17, L Neil-
Smith 3/19, D Rogers 2/18) with a BP 
 
Posn: 5th   Next: Tuesday Jan 20th 
QF v Northern District @ Mark Taylor Oval 10am 

SUCC Veterans v Paddington  
January 10 
Hamstrung by several late withdrawals, we fought hard to compile 118 and give ourselves something to 
defend at St Andrews in conditions less favoured to batting than the previous week. Phil Logan (17) held 
up an end and schoolboy debutant Nick Tracy (47 no) provided some much needed impetus late in the 
innings. While Tom Croft's early fire claimed a wicket and gave us hope, a couple of good innings saw 
Paddington pass us with plenty of overs to spare. We did well to claim 7 wickets, with spinners Tracey (2-
35) and Elmo Stoop (2-8) impressing. Great to see SUCC legend John “Greedy” Grimble on the field and 
wearing a well preserved club shirt which we dated from the early 1990s. Post match discussions with 
former SUCC player and current Paddington skipper Richard de Carvalho hatched plans to make this 
clash an annual marquee event. 
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Words of advice for batsmen of all ages, courtesy of ESPN 

How I broke my game and then fixed it again 
In this day and age of batting coaches and mentors, there is much to be said for driving self-
improvement oneself - Ed Cowan January 5, 2015  

I recently stumbled upon a short but wonderful five-minute video on a camouflaging octopus.  Its climax featured it 
changing its colour and texture to make it look like the surrounding coral.  
It provoked thoughts about my own evolution and the impact our environment has on our behaviours.  Slowly I start-
ed to piece the narrative of my cricket growth together.  More specifically, how my own batting had changed and 
shifted, sometimes subconsciously, other times deliberately, to adapt to various conditions around the country and the 
world.  I realised that what I occasionally thought was right was, in fact, inhibiting my game.  Imagine the octopus 
camouflaged as coral in the middle of the Sahara.  
Growing up, I had always tapped my bat in a relaxed and rhythmic manner at the crease.  My batting was natural and 
flowing, and though I had no knowledge of its benefits, my "technique" allowed me to score freely around the 
ground. Of course I still had deficiencies - some days it felt like I had magnets in my front pad and the ball was made 
of iron - but I was learning about the game.  I enjoyed the feeling of being able to hit the ball where I wanted by 
simply picking up my bat, moving my foot to where I thought it was going to bounce and swinging.  If I wanted to hit 
the ball a fraction later, on top of the bounce, my hands would allow for a change in bat speed, as they were moving 
as required and in sync with my feet.  
I enjoyed being an aggressive opening batsman with a good defence.  I got caught 
at long-on too often off the spinners in the exuberance of youth, but it always felt 
like my risk-taking was calculated.  My batting lacked consistency, but when it 
was on, it was on.  I thought I understood my game, my limitations, but in hind-
sight I understood the feeling of rhythmical batting and that the hunger to score 
runs relied on a clear mind and the reliance on a manageable routine.  That was 
about it. I played the game generally with a smile - scoring runs is fun after all. 
Writing about it now makes it sound like it was too good to be true.  
The first significant evolution came when I entered professional cricket at 21.  I 
had always played the pull shot, but I quickly realised playing the short ball at 

When your feet and hands talk to each other, the runs start to flow © Getty Images  

I loved the challenge of 
opening the batting, but 
my enjoyment of my 
own batting started to 
wane. I found it hard to 
appreciate the days I did 
score runs. I always felt 
like the handbrake was 
on  
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140kph was a different proposition.  Ducking and weaving became my modus operandi. In the modern era, no one 
escapes trial by video, and word spread to not let the kid drive.  "Push him back, he won't hurt you unless you feed 
the cut."  Run-scoring slowed and my ribs were generally bruised.  
The following pre-season, I vowed to stay one step ahead of the opposition by finding my pull shot afresh: if played 
efficiently and selectively, it would force the bowlers to pitch it up and allow me to play my favoured drives.  For 
months I practised facing tennis balls out of a bowling machine at abnormally fast speeds.  I found by holding my bat 
off the ground, as high as the top of my pad, I got a little head start.  Time I thought, was what I needed.  
The second ball of the season was a bouncer from Andy Bichel, and out of pure instinct I pulled it over square leg.  I 
could see a look of bemusement in his eye as he growled an expletive.  With this slight camouflage I had adapted to 
my new professional environment.  Not to say it was perfect.  Some days my hands would drift from my back hip and 
I would slice across the ball, but I told myself you have to give something to get something, and it generally felt like 
the trade-off had been a fair one.  
The second major adaptation in my technique came after spending 12 months in Tasmania.  Our home wicket was a 
seaming monster and driving on it a very risky proposition.  Fielders would be loaded behind the wicket, licking their 
lips, ready to lap up any half-mistake.  Batting was hard work but I loved it.  You had to grind, play the ball late and 
cautiously, and be prepared to be in at tea to get a big first-innings score.  
With a big red cross against the drive, I started to hold my bat up higher off the ground, like a baseballer at the mound 
in what proved a highly effective position to cut and pull.  It was also a great position to just drop the bat into the line 
of the ball for a forward defence.  The bat would generally come down at one pace.  It was certainly repeatable and it 
felt little could go wrong. It took the variation out of batting.  Risk-free almost, but with no risk comes little reward. 
Ironically, due to the plane of the swing, it also helped my one-day cricket "slog" over cow corner, and with the 
emergence of the BBL, it felt like a decent technique to apply across formats.  
I would hide the deficiency of not being able to drive with any power by practising with a sawed-off bat, ensuring I 
got low into my drives to compensate for not having a swing at the ball, as well as having an overly wide stance.  My 
footwork relied on a heavy forward commitment that was the only way to create any power down the ground. If in 
sync it still felt good, but flowing batting was rarely the order of the day.  I was hard to get out but rarely dominant.   
Batting had become mechanical and success relied on the mental strength of resistance: defend, don't get out for long 
enough and you will walk off with some well-grafted runs.  I had found a method that generally worked in my envi-
ronment and I was going to stick to it.  
The first person who alerted me to the dangers of my new technique was Greg Chappell - a natural maestro and mod-
ern great of the game.  You would think he had decent credentials for me to value his opinion and perhaps heed his 
advice.  I politely declined. I had just scored my first hundred for Australia A and was feeling pretty good about my 
game.  I would prove him wrong, I thought. Despite my bubble being limited, it was comfortably consistent. I kept 
telling myself, "It's not how but how many."  Looking back, I was being stubborn, as though it was just another hur-
dle to overcome, another challenge to rise to.  
The height of my bat admittedly fluctuated depending on whom I was 
playing and where and how I was feeling, but slowly and surely I started 
to resemble a caricature of myself.  My stance got wider, my hands slow-
ly slipping further ahead of my back hip.  As a job, I loved the challenge 
of opening the batting, but my enjoyment of my own batting started to 
wane.  I found it hard to appreciate the days I did score runs.  I always 
felt like the handbrake was on.  I struggled to watch footage of myself. I 
wanted to change, but it is either a courageous or incredibly stupid man 
who would do this in the middle of a series or season.  The stakes had 
become too high.  
By this stage, I was acting it all out on the brightly lit stage of interna-
tional cricket.  The game at this level felt largely mental. I knew my limi-
tations and I was prepared to not swim outside the flags, so to speak. I 
found myself exhausted by the time I had ground my way to 30 or so, 
and would eventually get out having put little pressure on the bowler.  
My opening partnership success with David Warner was forged on his 
innate ability to smack it around and my ability to not get out too cheaply 
more often than not. I was a ball de-shiner.  Or so it felt.  His tank was 
full of premium unleaded to my diesel.  Some days we got there just the 
same, but he would often roar like an F1 to my farm tractor.  
An Australian legend of a different kind was the next to try and help, 
offering the advice that I would find freedom if I narrowed my stance 
and tapped my bat.  This time it was coming from a friend.   
Justin Langer's words, unlike Chappell's, felt fatherly.  He had spent 
hours with me honing my game and was invested.  I went out and batted 
for him every time I crossed the rope.  He mentioned it once in the West 

Cowan and Warner's partnership was 
based on Warner's ability to attack effec-
tively and Cowan's ability to not get out too 
cheaply © BCCI  
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Indies during a rain break, but he also knew of the difficulties of changing the recipe on demand.  He mentioned it 
again last season as it became more and more clear that my camouflage had worn off and I was a sitting duck to the 
predatory bowlers around the country.  
And so to the present and the latest adaptation: the winter of 2014 saw my first "off season" in three years.  Finally an 
opportunity to not just fine-tune but rebuild the car from scratch.  The game as a travelling professional is now a 12-
month gig, which in itself has its drawbacks when you're trying to make improvements to your game.  It only feels 
like you are picking up little gains, and directing more attention towards competing week in, week out.  There is little 
time to step back, take stock and go about putting the parts backs together.  
I set about finding my 20-year-old self who had made the game so simple.  I started to tap the bat and pick it up only 
when it was required.  Within ten minutes I felt like a bird released from its cage.  The ball started to fly purely off 
the face of the willow as it is meant to - with little effort and an ease that only comes when your feet and hands are 
talking to each other like loving siblings.  That is not to say this guarantees more runs, but I feel like at least I am 
giving myself the best chance.  
Having made the change, and enjoying the freedom it is providing, it seems that history is also on my side - a shot of 
the top 15 Australian run scorers in Test and first-class cricket recently appeared on 
our change-room wall.  The photos were taken as the bowler was in his delivery 
stride.  All but one batsman has his bat touching the ground.  Admittedly most then 
move their bat upwards as the ball is leaving the hand, ready to pounce.  
Imitation, they say, is the greatest form of flattery.  For years Australians would mock 
English batting techniques as structured and complicated, and yet we have a genera-
tion of Australian cricketers replicating their styles.  Cricket on television is an im-
portant medium for skill development, but also turns the players into imitators.  Try-
ing to bat like your favourite player is akin to a teenage girl wanting to dress like Kim 
Kardashian.  Perhaps in their formative years of the mid-2000s - years that saw such 
English dominance (think Cook, Pietersen and Bell at their best) - youngsters jumped 
ship on the "Australian way" and imitated those succeeding at the time.  
Finding your way as a young professional brings you up against the ultimate paradox.  You may try to find consisten-
cy to ensure a lengthy career in a tough but financially rewarding environment by minimising risk and simply 
"surviving", but this will no doubt diminish your ability to put pressure on the bowlers.  The more pressure the bow-
ler feels, the more likely they are going to serve up more run-scoring balls and fewer wicket-taking ones.  Even in 
this day and age of travelling batting coaches, analysts, mentors and batting gurus, the journey to find improvement 
and how you want to play is self-driven.  Effective coaching is as much about leading the horse to the trough and 
allowing self-discovery, as arousing its interest in a drink.  
The tide, though, it seems, is turning.  I have seen Adam Voges in recent seasons - perhaps at the suggestion of Lang-
er - go back to his natural best, George Bailey and Tim Paine, both fine players and as naturally gifted as they come, 
too have returned to tapping their bats in recent weeks and months.  
Writing about my own batting seems a little self-indulgent, but the motive is simply to illuminate my journey and self
-discovery in what has been a ten-year batting evolution.  Perhaps if just one young cricketer retains his naturalness 
then the self-indulgence will be worthwhile.  
 

Ed played with SUCC from 1997 to 2009.  In 201 innings he scored 7476 runs @ 40.63 with HS of 253.  He played 1st Grade 
from 1999 to 2009 scoring 12 centuries and topping 500 runs in 7 of those seasons.  His 253 remains the Highest Individual 
score in 1st Grade equal to that of JM Taylor in 1923/24. 

Golden Blues 
A history of SUCC 1864 to 2014 

by Max Bonnell and James Rodgers 

Tracing the Club from its formative days in the early years of Cricket in the colony to the present, this is a 
seriously good book.  Readable, interesting and enthralling in its content, a must-have. 
The authors have done their research well and present a complete picture, warts and all, of this great and 
proud Club. 
Names which appear in the Club records of the Annual Report are given flesh and at times we can see that 
University players 150 years ago were not all that different to the present players in their gentlemanly and 
sportsmanlike approach on the field and their celebration of life off the field. 
If you don’t have a copy of this definitive work, then beg, borrow or steal.  Well, maybe not steal but, at 
the very least drop hints to friends and family that this would make an ideal gift for you. 
Published by Darlington Press, copies are available through the Club. RRP $35 

I set about finding my 
20-year-old self who 
had made the game so 
simple. I started to tap 
the bat and pick it up 
only when it was re-
quired. Within ten 
minutes I felt like a 
bird released from a 
cage  
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---   201420142014---15 Hall of Fame 15 Hall of Fame 15 Hall of Fame ---   
BATTING 

193 Liam Robertson (1st Grade v Campbelltown) 

170no Cam New (6th Grade v Fairfield) 

157no  Nick Larkin (1st Grade v Eastern Suburbs) 

131 Jarrod Waterlow (5th Grade v Bankstown) 

118no Matt Lowen (6th Grade v Western Suburbs - debut) 

115  Ben Trevor-Jones (2nd Grade v Manly - debut) 

115 Nicholas Arnold (Green Shield v Western Suburbs) 

110no Alisdair Grant (4th Grade v UNSW) 

105 Scott Henry (1st Grade v Bankstown) 

100  James Larkin (3rd Grade v Manly) 

100no Jack Hill (3rd Grade v UNSW) 
Liam RobertsonLiam RobertsonLiam Robertson   

BOWLING 
6/18 Douglas Rogers (5th Grade v UNSW) 

6/27 Tim Ley (1st Grade v UNSW) 

6/28 Udayan Gaur (3rd Grade v Northern District) 

6/30  Jim Ryan (3rd Grade v Randwick-Petersham) 

5/28 Jonathon Craig Dobson (5th Grade v Bankstown) 

5/33 Alex Mihalyka (5th Grade v Easts) 

5/35 Jonathon Craig Dobson (4th Grade v North Sydney) 

5/54 Will Somerville (1st Grade v Easts) 

5/54 Jim Ryan (3rd Grade v Easts) 

5/55 Tim Ley (1st Grade v Campbelltown) 

5/64 Joshua Stewart (4th Grade v Bankstown) Jim RyanJim RyanJim Ryan   

Personal MilestonesPersonal Milestones  
Quite a few players have performed strongly over the years to accumulate runs and/or wickets. So far this sea-
son the following have achieved personal milestones in the University careers.  And we congratulate each and 
every one of them. 

 
 Batting 

5,550 runs 
Mark Faraday 
Will Hay 
Nick Larkin 
 
3,500 runs 
Scott Henry 
Liam Robertson 
 
3,000 runs 
Jack Hill 
Dave Miller 
 
Coming up: 
Tom Kierath needs 93 runs to pass 4,500 
Ash Cowan needs 131 runs to pass 5,000 
Adam Theobald needs 87 runs to pass 8,000 
And Greg Mail needs 70 runs to pass 9,000 

Bowling 
250 wickets 
Nigel Cowell 
Josh Toyer 
 
150 wickets 
Charles Cull 
 
Coming up: 
Tim Ley needs 8 wickets to pass 400 

Batting for Change is a charity set up by 
Sydney Sixers and SUCC wk, Ryan Carters.  It 
aims to raise funds to assist women from poorer 
areas of Mumbai to get a tertiary education after 
completing high school.  
For more on Batting for Change and the LBW 
Trust, visit http://www.battingforchange.com.au  
To see the full story and video go to http://
www.espncricinfo.com/big-bash-league-2014
-15/content/story/820015.html 
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